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P

reface
According to new World Bank estimates, almost half of the world's population lives
on less than $5.50 a day. Despite the progress and reduction of poverty observed in
recent years, the pace of poverty reduction has slowed by half since 2013.
On the other hand, there is a huge difference on the basis of gender, as many more
women than men suffer from poverty.

At the base of the economy, girls and women (especially those from marginalized groups) are
responsible for the equivalent of 12.5 billion hours of unpaid work every day, with even more women
working for meager wages.
Yet their work is essential in our communities. It is the key to successful families and a healthy,
productive workforce. The value of this work to the economy is estimated to be at least $10.8
trillion.
This is an underestimate, as the real value is much higher.
The situation and position of girls and women are made all the more difficult by the violence inflicted
on them and the impunity often enjoyed by the perpetrators. Many acts of violence against women
(and men) are prohibited by law in many countries of the South where we work. However, legal
prosecution of the very few abuse reports is problematic.
Inequality of opportunities and education
Our association is not a political organization that can suggest measures to be taken to reduce
inequalities.
But we are convinced that it is through education, and in particular through the education of young
people, boys and especially girls living in underprivileged areas, that change will take place in the
society they are part of.
By education we mean not only vocational training, including stimulation of the entrepreneurial
spirit, but also the learning of a true art of living, for example:
 awareness and respect for human rights;
 awareness and respect for their rights and duties as citizens, as future parents;
 personal physical and mental hygiene;
 respect for the environment and the preservation of our planet;
 openness to the social and political realities of their country and the world...
Even if education alone cannot solve the issue of inequalities within societies, it is nonetheless an
indispensable lever. And because it helps to shape up tomorrow’s citizens and enable them to
become socially and professionally emancipated, as it contributes to the development and growth
of a society, education must be fair and effective.
Every child, and not just a few, should have access to quality education. Equality is not a
negotiable principle! Social diversity is a fundamental matter in this struggle.
All our projects are geared towards this goal!
The thousands of vulnerable and excluded children, young people and their families who we
support every year, as well as our partners in the South, thank you for your support in this
struggle.
JV
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This report in brief
Each year, ETM/KDW tries to improve the information provided in its annual report. This year is no
exception to this tradition.
This report presents the interventions that marked the year 2019 of ETM/KDW.
Some of our results can be read in this report, as well as some of the important work undertaken
or underway:
the search for a new office and relocation, preparatory tasks to carry out monitoring missions in
the field, mid-term evaluation missions of our five-year program in DR Congo and the Philippines,
the introduction of new projects and programs in our 10 partner countries, information and sharing
of our integrity policy and the new Code of Companies and Associations of 23 March 2019, PKIO 1
platform membership and the ongoing work within the Educaid network, the work to further
improve our monitoring and evaluation systems, both internal and external.
The aim is not to list a complete inventory of the actions undertaken, but to highlight a few
initiatives and results illustrating the diversity of the association's development cooperation.
This narrative report is followed by the financial balance sheet, with an overview of the total
funding granted in 2019 by continent and country.

Thanks!
Wishing to get in touch with the local reality to better appreciate the support and work of Enfance
Tiers Monde, several members have chosen to undertake field missions in 2019. Thank you to
these members who, as they have committed themselves to do, do not hesitate, despite their busy
schedules, to reserve an important part of their time for Enfance Tiers Monde activities, in the
context of sometimes difficult and tiring missions, in most cases at their own expense.
Our gratitude also goes to the Attaché of the Belgian Embassy in the Philippines, Mr Koen Du Pont,
and Mrs Hilde Herssens of the DGD, for their visit to our program in Bacolod on the island of
Negros — a program for street children co-financed by the Belgian government.
Thanks also to the members and supporters who have committed themselves to us during 2019.
Many thanks to all of them!
Finally, and because they give us the means to achieve our objectives, our gratitude also goes to
our committed 1,820 donors and companies, to the foundations that support us, to our sponsors,
to our public and private funders and to our 33 partners in Africa, Asia and Latin America.
We would therefore like to take this opportunity to thank all those who have made it possible for us
to carry out our activities in favor of the poorest children and women in developing countries.

1

PKIO: Platform Kinderrechten in Ontwikkelingssamenwerking (Platform on Children's Rights in Development
Cooperation)
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Enfance Tiers Monde in a nutshell

Our vision
« A world where every child
enjoys his or her rights and
develops his or her full potential
towards a better future »

Our approach


Children at the heart of our action



Integrated approach



Equal opportunities for all



Cooperation and mutual respect



Continuous learning



Respect and safeguarding of the planet

Our mission
Improve the living conditions of the
poorest and most vulnerable children
and young people in society.
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Our Action in Belgium
ETM continued its efforts in 2019 to refine its policy of transparency in its communications under the
GPDR2 requirements. Our association has also taken other important steps in its Integrity and Ethics policy
towards its partners in the South. New framework agreements have been signed.
Field missions in Africa and Asia have given us an even deeper understanding of the current contexts of
the supported countries. These missions are an important event in the calendar of our partners, who not
only receive an opportunity for face-to-face interaction with our program coordinators, but also enjoy
moments of reflection and training with them.
Our small team has remained very active in the field of meetings and training, always with dynamism and
aiming at being up to date with the best practices in our sector.

ETM continued to put its communication channels at
the disposal of our partners' fundraising actions. The
promotion of the traditional Congolese meal from our
Kinshasa partner PECS and the OB-CE concert are
examples of this concrete way in which we build
different collaborations in fundraising efforts.

The ODC Bacolod team received an initiation in
managing ethical issues and dilemmas (Negros Island)

2

The General Data Protection Regulation, which entered into force on 25 May 2018, strengthens the rights of
European Union citizens with regard to their personal data.
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Our Action in the South

Global project funding in € in 2019
LatinAmerica
136.609,90 €
13%
Africa
421.018,02 €
40%
Asia
498.686,23 €
47%

ETM has collaborated with partners in the South
in more than 33 projects in 10 countries.
This report provides a short summary of five of these projects.
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AFRICA
Africa - project funding in € in 2019
Togo
4.000,00
1%

Mali
20.000,00
5%

Senegal
73.885,59
17%
Uganda
17.300,00
4%

DR Congo
305.832,43
73%

Democratic Republic of the Congo
CHERO - Centre d'Hébergement des Enfants de la Rue et Orphelins
CHERO is a social structure for the supervision, guidence and psycho-social support of vulnerable children
and young people aiming their
sustainable socio-family and
professional reintegration into
society.
The association, which exists
since 2000, is located on the
western outskirts of Kinshasa in
comunity of Ngaliema. Camp
Luka
and
Congo
are
neighbourhoods
where
the
poorest of the poor survive,
counting also many children in
street situation.
Many youngsters there are
victims of violence and abuse,
including crimes committed by
some men in uniform (police,
military, military police...)
In 2019, six months after the
establishment of a government
in a political context marred by
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uncertainty, DRC’s economic life remains slow. Population impoverishment is increasing and is aggravated
by natural disasters such as floods that wash away the homes from the most vulnerable people. As of the
2019-2020 school year, the Congolese government is implementing free primary education. This situation
has alleviated some expenses but has also led to last-minute changes of schools; overcrowded classes
with an impact on the quality of education; lack of lessons in the first few months in some schools; fees to
be paid determined only at the end of the first school term…
ETM has been in partnership with CHERO since 2008. Thus, the association is part
of our 2017-2021 program, 80% of which is co-financed by the DGD. The goal is
to support the professional and community reintegration of 700 vulnerable children
and young people, girls and boys, and their family.

« Apprenticeship is a fundamental tool for young people
to ensure their autonomy »
Guillaume NKINI, Coordinator

The results achieved by the end of 2019 are good and even exceed the indicators. After 3 years, 116 boys
and girls from the street have been reintegrated or have become autonomous. Also, each year, over 250
children attend kindergarten and primary school at the Centre. The academic achievements and the
results of internal and external vocational training are excellent and a new pedagogical strategy with a
reorientation board has been put in place, including the evaluation of the children and young people in
care.
ETM has also invested in beds and mattresses for the care centre, and in the construction of a sanitary
block for the school. Since December, the 225 pupils and 66 young people have had access to clean and
healthy toilets. This has also allowed to promote good hygiene practices and to increase the pupils’
attendance.
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Mali
Fanga School: A CRDERMS project

On a former arid wasteland stands now a magnificent school surrounded by vegetable
crops: Fanga School, a project of the Ségou Regional Coordination for the Development of
Rural Education and Market Gardening (CRDERMS) in Mali, of which Souleymane
Coulibaly is the driving force and the project instigator.

An ultramodern complex under construction
In 3 years, our partner carried out a titanic work: land acquisition, plan elaboration, building permit
acquisition, a current structural work site of 1,000m², finishing of the first classes, a well digging and a
hygrophobic network, installation of 80m² of solar panels and the preparation of 30 ares of vegetable
crops. The latter are used not only for food self-sufficiency but also to educate children in agro-pastoral
farming.
In addition, a fishpond for 50,000 fish has been built, teachers and staff (cook, caretakers and gardener)
have been recruited, curricula were established, uniforms and furniture manufactured; and finally, the
school has been recognized by the Ministry of National Education.
Vocational Training for Independent Living
This school in Ségou began operating in October 2019, with the goal of adapting trades and promoting
vegetable growing in the villages.
The CRDERMS intervenes in the fields of education and vegetable growing throughout the Ségou region.
Fanga School’s strategy is to include a technical apprenticeship for all children throughout their schooling.
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« Fanga School, which means
strength of mind, shows that each
person can live with the knowledge
acquired by his or her mind and
experience »
SOULEYMANE COULIBALY, CRDERMS FOUNDER

The idea of this private and financially independent school in Ségou is to teach students theoretical and
practical skills. The workshops will be larger there so that also orders can be handled. The profits will go to
the school and to new projects in the village. ETM will continue to support Fanga School in order to finalize
the classes, hire a new teacher and to build up a working capital.
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ASIA
Asia - project funding in € in 2019

India
203.688,71
41%
Philippines
294.997,52
59%

India
SISP - Sebastian Indian Social Projects

Twenty-five years ago, SISP opened a free education centre for children and young people from fishing
families, and for illiterate women in South Kerala. Its social goal: to improve the living conditions of
people living in extreme poverty, with special attention to children and the empowerment of Indian
women in the region. SISP achieves its goal through its "second chance" education program, social
resilience training, guidance and financial assistance for medical treatment and food support.

According to the World Hunger Index (GHI)3,
India moved from 95th place in 2010 to 102nd
place in 2019. Only 9.6% of children aged 623 months in India receive a minimum
acceptable diet. SISP, being a communitybased centre, is working with 40 women's
groups to address the challenges in this area
and to raise awareness about the problem.

A social support centre has been set up, literacy
classes and microcredit groups for women have
been organized.

3

https://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/india-takes-the-low-rung-ranked-102-in-hunger-index-of-117-countries119101501494_1.html?fbclid=IwAR0rzK9Aq_X3-i7b5_NmeipNlTOJdjNWonyb-LQdNPnpJjzA7UgjbYUkPfg#.Xab5s0QzsOs.facebook
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The unique combination of education, skateboarding and surfing
For the students, skateboarding is not only a sport but also a way of life. It is an
additional motivation to go to school, due to the SISP rule "No school, no
skateboarding". Skateboarding has greatly helped students to increase their
self-confidence, peer-learning and teamwork. Thanks to continuous awareness
raising and intense contact with parents, SISP has been able to attract girls to
this fun and sporty activity as well. Ten of the skateboarders were selected in
2019 at the state championships to participate in the national competition.
Rahul (photo) became the national adult champion and may be eligible to
compete in the Olympics!
With its Kovalam Surf Club, SISP also boosts students' motivation by offering
free surfing lessons on weekends, provided they attend school every day.

Social Employment Programs
SISP has also launched a social employment
program and vocational training for unskilled
members of the community, especially women
(production of eco-crafts, paper bags, sanitary
pads, etc.). They offer sewing and organic
vegetable growing workshops.
Also projects on water filters for households and
beekeeping were created. Finally SISP also gave
assistance to flood victims and set up a program
for young people (+16) allowing them to work
part-time in the production units while continuing
part-time their studies.




;
;
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Philippines

Virlanie :

Action in favour of the most vulnerable children on the island of Negros

A day centre for children in street situation in Bacolod
Operating in Manila and Bacolod, Virlanie Foundation's street program aims
to protect and educate at-risk children and young adults, as well as their
families, to empower them to leave the streets. To meet the basic needs and
ensure the rights of the most destitute populations is the first step and the
sine qua non condition for their future integration into society.
Our street program offers marginalized children and families in Bacolod, on the island of Negros, social,
health and educational services, as well as administrative and legal support in a day center, the "Open
Day Center" or ODC. These services are also offered to children in conflict with the law, who are detained
in the Social Development Center, pending trial.
The program, 80 per cent co-financed by the Belgian Cooperation, is increasingly relevant in the context
of the Philippines major cities, where inequalities are deepening and children, especially girls, are the first
victims of extreme poverty. Their most basic rights are violated on a daily basis, and they face atrocious
indifference and neglect. Street children are part of the scenery...
The program rigorous and regular monitoring, including field visits, shows that targeted results have been
achieved and that several indicators are far exceeded in terms of number; this further confirms the
relevance of this action.
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Some figures regarding the results obtained in 2019:
 Nearly 1,500 different children, 42% of whom were girls, were directly supported
or referred to a specific structure;
 970 children, 39% of them were girls, benefited from training or education
and/or were supported for their economic empowerment;
 375 children, 46% of whom were girls, received medical, psychological and/or
administrative and legal support;
 At least 1,136 days of services or activities were provided to private and public
institutions by the ODC centre.
Our partner was honored by the visit of a DGD delegation accompanied by the Development Cooperation
Attaché from the Embassy in the Philippines at the end of November 2019. The children who regularly
attend the ODC welcomed them with joy and presented a program consisting not only of dances and
songs, but also of poignant testimonies.
ETM will carry out a halfway program external evaluation by an independent consultant in January 2020.
An ecological farm for young people with disabilities
The Philippines provides an unfavorable setting for the respect of the human rights of persons with
disabilities. There are 4 million children and young adults with disabilities in the Philippines and only 2 per
cent attend school4. Also, only 10 to 30 per cent of persons with disabilities who are able to work are
employed in the formal sector. Those persons with disabilities who are employed tend to work in unskilled
jobs in the informal economy.
Some of the street children in the care of our local partner, Virlanie Foundation, are disabled. They are
more fragile than other children and are not well respected by their peers. Virlanie decided to focus its
efforts on opening places that meet their specific needs best. By creating a warm and family environment
to enable children with disabilities to grow up in the best possible conditions, their basic needs - food,
shelter, medical care, clothing, protection and affection - are covered.

The FAITH project is Virlanie's response to these challenges, it
will enable young adults with disabilities to thrive, and will
address the issue of societal inclusion of people with disabilities
in the Philippines. At the same time, the project aims to raise
society’s awareness on disability and promote sustainable and
open lifestyles that encourage social interaction.

4

The Asia Foundation, Overcoming Disability Challenges in the Philippines; Maria Isabel T. Buenaobra; October 26.
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Bago City projet Faith (Food Always In The Home) in a nutshell:


An organic farming
community;



60 poor and mentally
handicapped young
adults will have access
to basic infrastructure,
equipment, health and
training services, as
well as adapted social
services in order to
become
more
autonomous
and
become active actors in
their own development;



A sustainable project
where organic fruit,
vegetables and other
animal products will
meet the nutritional
needs of the entire
community;



Income-generating
activities with a caféboutique where farm
products
and
other
beneficiaries’
productions
will
be
sold, and a training
centre available for rent
as well as an ecological
campsite.

Agricultural activities started in 2019 and a small team was hired to manage the project.
A small house in bad condition was rehabilitated respecting the Filipino tradition regarding materials and
harmony with nature. It is currently used for temporary storage of crop products, hens' eggs and to
enable people to meet in the shade during visits to the plot, already acquired in 2018.
The project will be carried out in phases, taking into account the means available for construction and
other needs such as vertical vegetable gardens, allowing young people to sow and harvest while standing.
A beekeeping project has also been launched in 2019, and the means in terms of materials and
professional support have been found in order to train local leaders and some young people fit for the job
in the future.
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LATIN AMERICA
Latin America - project funding in € in 2019
Mexico
10.066,90
7%

Colombia
89.614,05
66%

Brazil
36. 928,95
27%

Colombia
Centro Pastoral El Salvador

The "Ninema" centre, located in the popular Nelson Mandela district in Cartagena, was
founded in 1995 by a Belgian nun called Beatrijs Vansina (who died in 2017). In this
neighbourhood, where there is a lot of hunger and a total lack of health care, the
Centro Pastoral El Salvador offers five programs:



Nelson Mandela Child Nutrition Program



Women empowerment



Humanitarian aid for the sick, the elderly and homeless
people



School library, recreation and sports Program



Pro-life Program for pregnant and breastfeeding teenage mothers

The centre provides free basic health care and food to young mothers with babies and young children
coming from very precarious situations. The extremely vulnerable visitors to the centre are currently
almost exclusively refugee girls and women from Venezuela. Doctors and nurses work on a voluntary
basis; however, the necessary medication and equipment as well as food and a cook need to be paid for,
and priest Rafael Castillo, the administrator, faces many difficulties to keep the centre running.
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Financial Report 2019
Donations form the basis for ETM’s income
It is mainly thanks to the public’s generosity that we are able to realize our actions for the welfare and
against poverty amongst children and women in the South. No matter if the donation is regular or
punctual; each donor’s contribution is of great importance. Thanks to them, ETM can keep its
independence. More than 74.4% of our revenue came from private donors, corporations and foundations
in 2019.
Thanks to donors we have access to co-financing!
The amount raised from the public’s donations is also a prerequisite to get access to state co-financing so
our overall budget better supports our partners’ projects. In 2019, the DGD has awarded us a grant at a
rate of 23.79% of our total revenue.
1,8%
23,8%
74%

Income
Public donations
Co-financing of development projects
Other resources (including legacies)
Total incomes

1,33%
1,21%

0,20%

13,34%

83,92%

Expenses
Projet funding in the South
General operating expenses and staff costs
Education and awareness expenses
Fundraising
Amortization and other expenses
Total expenses
Financial Year result

€
911 514.79
291 426.53
21 999.11

%
74.41%
23.80%
1.80%

1 224 940

100%

€
1 056 314.15
167 952.38
15 185.09
16 733,.72

%
83.92%
13.34%
1.21%
1.33%

2 574.21

0.20%

1 258 759

100%

-33 819

Priority is given to development projects: € 1 056 314.15 or 83.92% of our total expenses
The sum of € 1 056 314.15, or almost 84% of our total expenditure is allocated to projects in Asia (47%),
Africa (40%) and Latin America (13%). General operating expenses and personnel costs account for
13.34% of the expenses.
Minimal expense for fundraising
Only 1.33% of our total expenditure is for fundraising. This amount is used to print and send out our
fundraising related mail and also ensures a proper management of our donors’ mailing list.
Transparency: our accounts are under official control


Project funding is controlled by the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Cooperation and
Development



The 2019 Accounts and Balances have been audited by the Independent Auditor DGST & Partners and
approved by the 2020 General Assembly. The association’s financial accounts and balance sheets are
filed in the Brussels Commercial Court office.
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Enfance Tiers Monde asbl

Do you wish to
support us?

NN 0409451054
Rue Dinant 5 bte 11
1000 Bruxelles

IBAN : BE57 0000 0399 9935
BIC : BPOTBEB1

+32 2 503 11 53

Tax exemption for your donation
of €40 or more.

etm.kdw.brussels@skynet.be
www.enfancetiersmonde.be

You can also consult our report on https://enfancetiersmonde.be/informez-vous/archives/rapports-annuels/
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